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Abstract. In this paper we propose a coin-based electronic payment

system suitable for small payments. It is derived from Brands' scheme
presented at Crypto'93, in the sense that the coins are built using the
representation problem. The main contribution of our solution consists of
the speedup of the withdrawal protocol. The gain of eciency is achieved
preserving the same level of integrity for user, shop and bank. A coin
remains untraceable with respect to the user. This feature is ful lled
even if one assumes that the bank has unlimited computing power and
colludes with shops in order to trace a coin to a speci c user. However,
a set of coins are linkable to a pseudonym of the user, restricting in this
way his privacy. This drawback can be limited by \rotating" coins derived
from di erent pseudonyms in a set of consecutive payment transactions.

1 Introduction
In the rst o -line untraceable payment system proposed by Chaum, Fiat, and
Naor [4], as well as in some subsequent papers [3, 10], the identi cation of doublespenders requires multiple terms in each coin. In these schemes, each term is used
to answer one bit of challenge from the shop. The single-term coins, almost simultaneously proposed by Franklin and Yung [7, 8], Ferguson [6] and Brands
[1, 2], provide a better eciency and lower computational costs for coins. After
the introduction of the \electronic wallet with observer" paradigm [5], the prior
restraint of double-spending in combination with single-term coins became almost a standard approach in the design of privacy-protecting o -line electronic
payment systems. As the observer will only cooperate in spending each coin
once, the double-spending detection mechanism serves as a second level of protection. It intervenes when the tamper-resistance of the observer is broken. In
the design of our payment system we follow this paradigm. Therefore, singleterm coins are used, the form of which is the same as that proposed by Brands
[1, 2]. The electronic wallet of the user can be either a workstation connected to
the Internet or a small hand-held computer that is able to support an infra-red
link with a Point-of-Sale (POS) terminal. The electronic wallet is equipped with
a smartcard reader. The observer is represented by a smartcard issued by the
bank to the user.
The main contribution of our solution consists of the speedup of the withdrawal protocol. The idea is that the withdrawal of coins is split in three separate
transactions between the payer and the bank. These transactions are referred to
as get pseudonym, withdraw big coin and exchange big coin. The frequencies of

execution of these transactions are di erent. Thus, the get pseudonym transaction, which is time consuming, is executed seldom. The other two transactions are
executed often but they are ecient. A get pseudonym transaction is intended to
provide the user with a set of pseudonyms. A pseudonym is validated by the bank,
using the restrictive blind signature scheme introduced by Brands in [1, 2]. The
pseudonym contains a certain invariant structure with respect to the blinding
operations carried out by the user. The withdraw big coin transaction provides
the user with a \big" coin, which is linked to a certain pseudonym of the user. In
return his account (kept with the bank) is debited with the corresponding value
of this coin. The user generates the big coin as a random number unknown to
the bank, which signs it in connection with the associated pseudonym, using a
blind version of the Schnorr signature issuing protocol. A such coin cannot be
involved directly in a payment transaction. In order to make it spendable, the
user has to exchange it at the bank, in the exchange big coin transaction. To this
end, the user forwards to the bank a validated pseudonym together with a big
coin linked to it. The bank assesses the validity of the pseudonym, veri es the
authenticity of the big coin, and checks for it in a database containing all the big
coins that were already exchanged. If the big coin to be exchanged is \fresh", the
bank records it in the database, and pursues the exchange big coin transaction.
At the end of this protocol, the user gets a number of coins which can be involved
in subsequent payment transactions. Their cumulated values equate the value of
the big coin from which they are obtained. The bank cannot trace a coin used
in a certain payment transaction to a speci c user. This holds even if the bank
is considered unlimited powerful and colludes with shops, unless the user misuses a coin by involving it in more than one payment transaction. But, a set of
coins obtained from the same big coin and embedding the same pseudonym are
all linkable. If someone can link a pseudonym to a certain user, then the whole
chain of payments involving coins related to that pseudonym can be traced back
to the user. Therefore, the privacy of the user is somehow restricted. This drawback can be limited by \rotating" coins derived from di erent pseudonyms in a
set of consecutive payment transactions. A similar construction, with a di erent
implementation was proposed by Yacobi in [12].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the notations and the main cryptographic assumptions. Afterwards, the shared
signature scheme, used in the payment transaction, is formally described. In
Section 3 the setup of the payment system is outlined. The last section details the protocols of the main transactions: get pseudonym, withdraw big coin,
exchange big coin, payment and deposit. Finally, some concluding remarks are
presented.

2 Cryptographic Preliminaries
In this section, rstly the notations are introduced. Afterwards, the shared signature scheme, which is the basis of the payment transaction, is formalized.

2.1 Notations and Cryptographic Assumptions

For any prime p, the set of positive integers smaller than p is denoted ZZp . Let
q be a prime such that q divides p 1. The length of p is at least 512 bits,
and that of q is at least 160 bits. We denote by Gq the unique subgroup of
ZZp of order q, for which polynomial-time algorithms are known to determine
equality of elements, to test membership, to compute inverses, to multiply and
to randomly select elements. In expressions involving elements in Gq , we do not
mention explicitly the reduction modulo p. This subgroup can be generated as
follows:
1. choose at random 2R ZZp ;
2. compute g as g (p 1)=q mod p;

3. if g = 1 then go to Step 1. Otherwise, compute Gq as 1; g; g2; : : : ; gq 1 .
The element g is named a generator of the subgroup Gq . For every h 2 Gq , the
unique index x 2 ZZq such that gx = h mod p is denoted by logg h. The security
of the electronic cash proposed in this paper relies on the discrete logarithm
assumption for subgroups of prime order.
Assumption 2.1 Finding the unique index logg h 2 ZZq of h 2 Gq with respect
to g 2 Gq nf1g is the discrete logarithm problem in subgroups of prime order. An
algorithm is said to solve this problem if, for inputs g 6= 1; h generated uniformly
at random, it outputs logg h with at least non-negligible probability of success. The
discrete logarithm assumption for subgroups of prime order states that there is
no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that solves the aforesaid problem.
During the generation of digital signatures, we use a hash function H(),
mapping arbitrary long inputs to an output of xed length j H j, such that the
following assumption is ful lled:
Assumption 2.2 The hash function H() is selected such that it is collisionresistant and it has a pseudorandom behavior.

2.2 The Shared Signature Scheme
The shared signature scheme represents the basis for the payment transaction.
We consider the following two groups:
{ (Gq ; , 1), where the operation of the group is de ned by x  y = xy mod p,
and 1 2 ZZp is the neutral element of the group;
{ (ZZq  ZZq ; ; e), where the operation of the group is de ned by (x; y)  (u; v) =
(x+u mod q; y+v mod q), and the neutral element of the group is e = (0; 0) 2
ZZq  ZZq .
We also de ne the homomorphism f , mapping ZZq  ZZq to Gq such that f (x; y) =
g1x g2y , where g1 ; g2 are di erent generators of Gq .
The shared signature scheme is formalized for the case when two signers, Ti
and Ci , join their secret keys st and sc to generate the common secret key sk

and to issue the signature sk (m) on a message m. A restriction is that Ti can
communicate only to Ci , who is the only one communicating to the veri er V . An
authority (within the payment system this authority is the bank) instantiates
the homomorphism f by choosing (p; q; g1 ; g2 ). It also forwards to Ti a secret
key st 2 ZZq and to Ci the image pt of (st ; 0) under f : pt = f (st ; 0) = g1st .
Ci chooses at random
sc 2 ZZq and computes the image pc of (sc ; 0) under f :
s
pc = f (sc ; 0) = g1c , which is stored by Ci . In order to issue sk (m) the veri er
V and the two (cooperating) signers Ti and Ci follow the protocol:
1. Ti makes a proof of knowledge of the secret key st to Ci , using the Schnorr
identi cation scheme [11] with respect to pt = g1st . To this end, Ti chooses
at random 0 2 ZZq and forwards the initial witness B g10 to Ci .
2. Ci generates at random t; 1 ; 2 2 ZZq and computes:
pk1 (pt pcg2 )t = g1tsU g2t ; where: sU = st + sc mod q;
pk2 B t g11 g22 = g11 +t0 g22 :
The above relations can be rewritten as follows:
pk1 = [f (st ; 0)  f (sc; 1)]t = f t (st ; 0)  f t (sc ; 1) = f (tst ; 0)  f (tsc; t) =
= f ((tst ; 0)  (tsc ; t)) = f (sk11  sk12 ) = f (tsU ; t) = f (sk1 );
pk2 = f t (0 ; 0)  f (1 ; 2 ) = f ((t0 ; 0)  (1 ; 2 )) =
= f (sk21  sk22 ) = f (1 + t0 ; 2 ) = f (sk2 ):
Thus, the public key of the shared signature scheme is pk = (pk1 ; pk2 ) 2 G2q
and the corresponding secret key is sk = (sk1 ; sk2 ) 2 (ZZq  ZZq )2 , where:
sk1 = sk11  sk12 = (tst ; 0)  (tsc ; t) = (tsU ; t);
sk2 = sk21  sk22 = (t0 ; 0)  (1 ; 2 ) = (1 + t0 ; 2 ):
Therefore, in the above relations we can see the pairs
fsk11 = (tst ; 0); sk21 = (t0 ; 0)g ;
fsk12 = (tsc ; t); sk22 = (1 ; 2 )g :
as the contributions of Ti and Ci respectively, to the secret key sk. Ci sends
pk (in a certi ed form) to V .
3. V takes a random challenge in ZZq and sends it to Ci .
4. Ci computes the message to be signed m H(pk; ) and sends it as a challenge to Ti .
5. Ti computes the response 0 0 mst mod q and sends it to Ci . This ends
the proof of knowledge of st provided by Ti .
6. Ci accepts the proof if and only if g10 pm
t = B . Using the response 0 from Ti 's
proof, Ci can compute the signature on m as sk (m) (1 ; 2 ) 2 ZZq  ZZq
where:
1 1 t(msc 0 ) = (1 + t0 ) mtsU mod q;
2 2 mt mod q:

Thus, the shared signature on m is

sk (m)

(1 ; 2 ) = ((1 + t0 ) mtsU ; 2 mt) =
= (tsU ; t) m  (1 + t0 ; 2 ) = sk1 m  sk2 :

Ci sends sk (m) to V .
7. V computes m H(pk; ) and accepts the signature sk (m) if and only if
f (sk (m)) = pk1 m  pk2 .

3 Setup of the System
The participants in the system are the bank B and its clients, either users Ui ,
playing the role of a payer, or shops Sj , playing the role of a payee. In order
to simplify the system, the case when users and shops are clients of di erent
banks is not considered. During the transactions, a user Ui is represented by a
combination of a personal workstation Ci and a tamper-resistant device Ti . The
workstation is controlled by the user. The tamper-resistant device is represented
by a smartcard, which works as an observer for the bank.

3.1 System Parameters Generation
The bank generates the system parameters as follows:
{ a hash function H(), mapping arbitrary long inputs to an output of xed
length j H j, such that the Assumption 2.2 is ful lled;
{ the primes p and q such that qjp 1, jqj > j H j, and the Assumptions 2.1 is
satis ed;
{ a generator-pair
(g1 ; g2) 2 G2q , g1 6= g2 , where Gq is the unique subgroup of

order q of ZZp ;
{ a generator g 2 Gq such that g1; g2 6= g.
For security reasons, the relative logarithm of g1 and g2 must be unknown to
users and shops.
The bank generates at random two pairs of keys. The pair (S; P ), with the
secret key S 2R ZZq and the corresponding public key P = gS , is involved by the
bank in two di erent signature issuing protocols:
{ the restrictive blind signature issuing protocol, denoted rbS (). This protocol is used to validate the pseudonyms  for the user.
{ a signature issuing protocol, denoted S (). This protocol is used by the bank
to authenticate with respect to a user and to sign the coins C , generated
during the exchange of a big coin.
The other pair (S1 ; P1 ), with S1 2R ZZq and P1 = gS1 , is used by the bank
for an (ordinary) blind signature issuing protocol, denoted bS (). This protocol
is used to authenticate the big coins BC withdrawn by the user.

The bank broadcasts through a variety of media the set of system parameters
(p; q; (g1 ; g2 ); g; H()) together with the public keys P and P1 . Moreover, all the
participants in the system can do arithmetics in the Abelian groups (Gq ; ; 1) and
(ZZq  ZZq ; ; e). The homomorphism f (x; y) = g1xg2y , mapping ZZq  ZZq to Gq , is
implicitly chosen according to the subset (p; q; g1 ; g2) of the system parameters.
The bank also manages three databases:
{ the accounts database, dealing with information related to the users;
{ the exchanged coins database, which records all the big coins that were
already changed; and
{ the transcripts database, which keeps the transcripts of the payment transactions.

3.2 Registration

When a person becomes a user Ui of the payment system he opens an account
with B, which generates an appropriate entry in the account database for Ui .
This entry records the account balance and the user's public keys pU = pt pc and
pc, where pt = g1st , pc = g1sc . The public key pU can be seen as pU = g1st +sc = g1sU ,
where sU = st +sc mod q is the joint secret key of the user. The bank generates at
random the share st 2 ZZq of sU and issues to Ui a smartcard Ti , which stores st .
The bank also computes pt = g1st , which is stored in the non-volatile memory of
Ci . The other share of ssU , denoted sc , is generated at random in ZZq by Ci , which
also computes pc = g1c and forwards this item to the bank. Ci makes a proof
of knowledge of logg1 pc, and if the bank accepts this proof then the public keys
pU = pt pc and pc are uniquely linked to Ui . Related to pU , the bank computes
other two items 0 = pU g2 and z0 = 0S , which are stored by Ci for subsequent
use. The bank also stores (0 ; z0 ) with the user's entry in the accounts database.
The pair (0 ; z0 ) can be seen as the invariant information related to the user.
The shop that subscribes to the payment system does not need a tamperresistant device, but only has to be a client of B.

4 Description of the Main Transactions
In this section we describe the main transactions of the proposed coin-based
electronic cash system. We concentrate on the get pseudonym, withdraw big coin,
exchange big coin, payment and deposit transactions.

4.1 Validation of Pseudonyms
A pseudonym of the user Ui is a pair secret key/public key ( = ( ;  ); ) 2
ZZq  Gq . It is derived from the pair ( = (sU ; 1);  = gsU g ) 2 ZZq  Gq ,
which is related to the secret key of the user sU . The user generates at random
t 2 ZZq , and computes  = t = gtsU gt . The secret key corresponding to  can
be seen as  = (tsU ; t) 2 ZZq . A validated pseudonym V Pi consists of the pair
1
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(; rbS ()), where  is restrictively blind signed by the bank rbS (), such that
the corresponding secret key  still encodes the secret key sU . In oder to provide
the user with validated pseudonyms, the user and the bank repetitively execute
the get pseudonym protocol. Thus, the former obtains a number of validated
pseudonyms V Pi , depending on the contract between the user and the bank.
The get pseudonym protocol is based on the restrictive blind signature scheme
proposed by Brands [1, 2]. The protocol is shown in Figure 1, where the user Ui
is represented only by Ci . The smartcard Ti does not participate in this protocol.
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Fig. 1. The get pseudonym transaction
In order to get a signature on the blinded version  = 0t , the user computes
z = S from z0 as z = z0t = (0S )t = (0t )S = S . While the user carries out the
protocol with input (g; P; 0 ; z0 ), he diverts the protocol with input (g; P; ; z ).

Instead of generating a random challenge for the bank, the user computes the
challenge as the output of the hash function c H(; z; a; b). Previous to be
sent to the bank, the challenge c is blinded to the value c0 , through the blinding
parameter u. Finally, the user obtains the signature rbS () = (z; c; r) on ,
where r is the response r0 of the bank blinded through the parameters u, v (which
are random choices of the user). The pseudonym  is considered valid if and
only if c = H(; z; gr P c; r z c). The validated pseudonyms V Pi = (; rbS () =
(z; c; r)) and the random parameter t are stored in the non-volatile memory of
Ci .
Before starting a session of repeated executions of the get pseudonym protocol, the user and the bank mutually authenticate to one another. The user
authenticates with respect to pc and the bank authenticates with regard to P .
For this purpose, both the user and the bank rely on the Schnorr signature
scheme [11]. In this protocol, shown in Figure 2, the user is represented only by
Ci .
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Fig. 2. The mutual authentication protocol.

4.2 Withdrawal of Big Coins
A big coin BC consists of the tuple ( ; ; bS1 ( ; )), where is randomly generated in ZZq by the user and  is a pseudonym of the user. In a separate session or continuing the session of issuing pseudonyms, the user and the bank

repetitively execute the withdraw big coin protocol. In this protocol, which is
presented in Figure 3, the bank signs in a blind way the items ( ; ), issuing
the signature bS1 ( ; ). To this end, a blind version of the Schnorr signature scheme [11] is used. During the protocol, the user Ui is represented only
by Ci . The smartcard Ti does not participate in this protocol. The big coin
BC = ( ; ; bS1 ( ; ) = (c1 ; r1 )) is considered authentic if c1 = H( ; ; gr1 P1c1 ).
The items ( ; bS1 ( ; )) are stored in the non-volatile memory of Ci . The current big coin is added to a list linked to the pseudonym .
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Fig. 3. The withdraw big coin transaction
The actual number of big coins BC withdrawn is determined by the amount
which the user agrees to debit from his account. If the withdrawal of big coins
takes place in a separate session than that of getting validated pseudonyms,
then the user and the bank mutually authenticate to one another. The user
authenticates with respect to his public key pc , such that the bank can deduct
the equivalent value of the withdrawn coins from the appropriate account.

4.3 Exchange of a Big Coin
In a di erent session from those of getting validated pseudonyms or/and big
coins, the user exchanges an authenticated big coin BC (obtained in connection
with a pseudonym V Pi ) for a number of coins C that can be involved in payment
transactions. The user sends the big coin to be exchanged BC ( ; bS1 ( ; ))
together with the pseudonym V Pi = (; rbS () = (z; c; r)) that is associated
with BC . Firstly, the bank veri es in the corresponding database that (BC )
is not already exchanged. Afterwards, the bank is authenticated by the user.
In this way, the latter is convinced that he asks an exchange from the authorized bank and not from a bogus terminal. The bank veri es the validity of the
pseudonym V Pi and checks the authenticity of the big coin BC , in relation with
this pseudonym. If all these veri cations hold true, the user is authenticated
by the bank. To this end, the user signs and a challenge from the bank with
respect to the pseudonym , in the framework of the Okamoto signature scheme
[9]. If the signature is correct, the bank records the exchanged big coin (in fact
(BC )) in the database of already exchanged coins. The bank issues a number
of spendable coins C such that their total values equate the value of the big
coin forwarded. The protocol of the exchange big coin transaction is presented
in Figure 4.
A certi ed key pair, ckp, is a triple consisting of a secret key sk = (sk1 ; sk2 ) 2
(ZZq  ZZq )2 , a public key pk = (pk1 ; pk2 ) 2 Gq  Gq , and a public-key certi cate
of the bank on the public key S (pk). Each electronic coin C that can be spent in
the system is represented only by a pair consisting of the public key pk and the
certi cate of the bank on the public key S (pk), i.e., C = (pk; S (pk) = (c2 ; r2 )).
The Schnorr signature scheme is used by the bank to issue the certi cate of the
coin. A coin is considered authentic if and only if c2 = H(pk; gr2 P c2 ). We note
that each coin C is linked to a certain pseudonym (; ), since the pseudonym is
assigned to the pair (sk1 ; pk1 ) (sk1  = (tsU ; t); pk1  = g1tsU g2t ). The bank
can see the public key pk of the coin to be certi ed. Still the bank cannot link
this coin to a certain user, since the user is unknown during the protocol. The
certi cate allows the shop to verify the authenticity of a coin and its subsequent
acceptability at the deposit stage.

4.4 Payment and Deposit
A payment using a coin C is a joint signature executed by Ci and Ti , with respect
to the coin's secret key sk. The coin C accepted by Ci on behalf of Ui during the
withdrawal protocol can be spent with the shop Sj if the shop plays the veri er's
role in the steps 3 to 7 in the shared signature scheme (see Section 2.2).
We denote by pay spec the speci cation of a payment. This parameter includes the amount, the date and the identity of the shop involved in the payment
transaction.
During deposit, Sj shows a transcript of a payment
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Fig. 4. The exchange big coin transaction

to the bank. After the bank performs the same veri cations that Sj has carried
out in the payment to check the coin's authenticity, the coin is checked against
double-deposit by Sj and against double-spending by the user. On one hand, if
is the same in two transcripts, Sj attempted to double-deposit and the bank
refuses to refund the shop. On the other hand, if a coin is used in more than one
payment transcript
(pk; c2 ; r2 ); (pay spec; ; 1 ; 2 );
(pk; c2 ; r2 ); (pay spec0 ; 0 ; 01 ; 02 ):
the bank can derive the secret key of the dishonest user as
sU = (1 01 )=(2 02 ) mod q
and correspondingly user's real identity pU = gsU .

5 Concluding Remarks
We have outlined the design of a coin-based electronic payment system, which
o ers full untraceability of the coins with respect to users, but all the coins
related to a pseudonym of the user are linkable. This restricts somehow the
privacy of the user, but the eciency of the system is increased, by the speedup
of the withdrawal transaction. In our solution, the withdrawal is executed in
three separate transactions, with di erent frequencies of execution. The time
consuming transaction is executed seldom, while the transactions which are often
executed are ecient by the point of view of execution time.
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